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Marvel Runaways (12+, Disney+) - Rachel P.
This Marvel spinoff brilliantly combines
tumultuous teenage life with dark mystery and
magic. Follow 6 L.A. teens on a quest to find out
the truth about their parent’s eerie past (and
future plans), when they stumble onto a terrible
secret. Watch as this unlikely crew attempts to
reconnect over their parent’s suspicious actions
and discover more about who they are, or more
specifically what they are. Even if you’re not a
comic fan, this thrilling live-action series with a
captivating storyline will constantly have you on
the edge of your seat.

Murder on the Orient Express (2017) [age rating
12A] - Sabrina P.
A gripping murder mystery, this all-star film
adaptation of an Agatha Christie novel will appeal to
anyone interested in mystery, crime or drama. A
murder is committed in the confines of a railway
carriage, leaving the esteemed Belgian detective
Hercule Poirot (whose talent for crime-solving is
rivalled only by his eye for detail) to solve the case.
Each suspect has their own distinct personality and
backstory, none an obvious murderer. The film will
challenge your preconceptions of what makes a
killer, highlight the indistinguishability of right and
wrong, and make you question what “justice” really
means. It is not merely as simple as catching the
criminal!…

The Girls I've Been by Tess Sharpe Elizabeth N.
Nora O'Malley has been a lot of girls. As the
daughter of a con-artist who targets criminal
men, she grew up as her mother's protégé.
But when her mom falls for the target instead
of conning him, Nora pulls the ultimate con:
escape. Suitable for ages 14+
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By Chiedza M, Pavi K & Piper H
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By Jessie D

Swifts, sparrows, robins, blackbirds, song thrushes, woodpigeons, magpies, dunnocks and jackdaws.

This is a small sample of the common birds across the UK, identified by budding ornithologists
across the UK this weekend. Since 1979, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) has
run an annual ‘Big Garden Bird Watch’ (BGBW) in late January. It involves noting down all the
birds that land in your garden or from the view of a balcony in the space of one hour, recording
their species and numbers. The glorious aspect of the project is that all may take part, regardless
of age, gender, your green space, or experience level.
Described as the ‘world’s biggest wildlife survey’ by the RSPB, the biggest nature conservation
charity in Europe, it attracted an enormous following across the British Isles. Since its humble
roots in 1979, it now attracts almost half a million annual participants and it has now collected
over four decades of vital data about bird patterns and behaviour. In 2020, over eight million birds
were counted. Numbers are projected to be even larger this year, as bird watching became
something of a national interest during lockdown. Chris Packham, a celebrated naturalist,
established the ‘Self-Isolating Bird Club’ in March 2020. This engaged over 10 million people,
alongside his BBC show ‘Springwatch’.
Aside from inspiring children to appreciate the natural world, the BGBW serves the crucial purpose
of tracking species decline. Numbers from 1979 showed song thrushes to be in the UK’s top ten
most common birds, but recent BGBW figures show that their populations have now declined by
80%. The same figure is true for starlings. House sparrow numbers were at 2.8 million only 40
years ago and they are now listed as ‘extremely endangered', with only 1.3 million counted in
2020. Greenfinches have declined by 65% and dropped from the eighth most common to the
eighteenth.
The most prominent cause of bird decline is habitat loss due to increasing urbanisation and human
development. The loss of trees and ancient woodland means that they have lost nesting locations
and suffer depleting food sources. For example, sparrow chicks are starving due to lack of
invertebrates
to eat and a disease known as avian malaria. Migratory birds such as the soaring swallows or
lapwings are suffering due to climate change. Their regular routes are disrupted and birds become
trapped in storms and suffer from exhaustion. Greenfinch decline is attributed to a new parasite trichomonosis - which prevents proper feeding.
Fortunately, a few species are also in recovery. The goldfinch - a striking finch with a scarlet head
and golden wings - have seen an increase of 50% over the past decade. Great Tit numbers have
risen by 72% since 1979. Though the future still seems dim for sparrows, a small ray of hope was
presented as their numbers saw a slight growth of 10% within the last decade.
There are many simple ways in which we can help our winged friends from our own homes. Birds
spend a great deal of energy during the winter trying to keep warm in the snow, wind, rain and
cold. This combined with a lack of food often causes starvation or exhaustion. We can hang bird
feeders up in our gardens with peanuts, suet balls or seeds for them. Growing longer grass, not
cutting back shrubs and trees and making sure that they have a bowl of fresh water allows native
species to flourish. And of course, participating in next year’s Big Garden Bird Watch.
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HOW CAN SCIENCE INCREASE
YOUR MOOD IN LOCKDOWN?
By Olivia P

Scientists understand that it is the
communication between neurons and
neurotransmission in the brain that
affects the way you feel.
Connections between nerve cells
along certain pathways of the brain
may result in abnormal moods,
however there are many happy
hormones that can help promote
positive feelings, such as dopamine,
serotonin, oxytocin, and endorphins.

Things to improve your mood during lockdown
Exercise- just getting outside does wonders for your
serotonin and endorphin levels.

Laugh with a friend- laughter really is the best medicine,
it releases dopamine and endorphins.

Do some cooking- this boosts all your happy
hormone levels! Go treat yourself to a spicy curry and increase your
endorphins.

What to do on a digital
detox

Go on a walk
Walking has been proven to reduce
symptoms of anxiety and depression by
increasing blood circulation to the brain.

Do something creative
Trying learning a new music piece, starting a
new art piece or writing a poem. By putting all
your emotions into something creative you
can release all the stess and anxiety of daily
life.

Read a book

Reading is a well known form of escapism. It
essentially puts you into a hypnotic state
where you don't even consciously realise you
are reading letters on a page. So, to get some
time off your screens, pick up a new book from
the bookshelf. Or you could try one of the
recommended books from the book review
page. Check out the Nonsuch E platform
library for some more reading inspiration!

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO HAVE A
SOCIAL MEDIA DETOX?
By Tanushree N

It’s easy to get sucked into the online world. We can find
ourselves loosing track of time looking at videos on
YouTube or doubt our own social lives when we are sitting
at home scrolling though pictures of other people outside
with their friends. This in turn can lead to feelings of
loneliness and unhappiness leading to the downwards
trajectory of our mental health.
A digital detox is quite similar to mental detox. It happens
only when a person voluntarily stops using their digital
devices for a long period of time. It allows us to see the real
world and appreciate its beauty. It lets us spend the
precious time we have with people who matter, not wasting
it on temporary happiness which leads to no gain.

Try journalling
We all remember the days we would
jounal in our diaries in primary school. It
is actually a really good habit as it
transfers the thoughts which are
bothering us onto paper so they don't
seem so bad anymore.
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The increasing wealth of billionaires amidst
the pandemic
KHUSHI D . VARNIKA M . AZKA C HELENOR K

“In December 2020, the total wealth of billionaires worldwide hit $11.95tn” (BBC News)
"A report by Swiss bank UBS found that billionaires increased their wealth by more than a quarter (27.5%) at the
height of the crisis from April to July, just as millions of people around the world lost their jobs or were struggling to
get by on government schemes.” (The Guardian)
Many billionaires and tech-giants experienced a rise in share prices and sales due to the significant increase in demand for digital
services since the first 2020 lockdown. This has inflated the wealth of Jeff Bezos, founder of Amazon, by $70bn since March, as
people turned to online purchasing, which undoubtedly included that of coronavirus-related products such as personal
protective equipment and cleaning items.
The process behind how billionaires were able to benefit so greatly during a time of such financial strain is down to the stock
market. As equity markets around the world collapsed, the ‘rich’ were able to invest in a large number of company shares. Once
the stock market had managed to rebound the loss, it was found that the number of shares in major companies owned by these
billionaires (mainly tech) had rapidly spiked.
Video-game retailer GameStop has dominated the headlines this week after its shares multiplied in value in a buying frenzy
fuelled by individual traders that have forced some of Wall Street's prominent hedge funds to lose significant amounts of money.
GameStop's shares have hit record highs and the ‘army’ of individual investors, primarily within the popular Reddit forum Wall
Street Bets which has around 3.5 million members. Members have spent the past three weeks bidding up GameStop, which has
sent the shares skyrocketing to unforeseeable levels at a shocking 1,200% since Wall Street Bets first piled in on January 11.
Essentially, the higher the stock went, the greater the losses experienced by those that had previously bet against any price rises
as they are now being forced to buy those shares back regardless of the cost. Many of the high-profile hedge funds owned and
contributed to by billionaires have already lost more than $5 billion just in January. Steve Cohen's hedge fund, Point72, lost nearly
15% this year as GameStop shares skyrocketed, according to the New York Times. It had around $19 billion under management.
Citron Research's Andrew Left threw in the towel on Wednesday, saying he had closed most of the firm's short position when
GameStop's stock traded at about $90 at a "loss of 100%."
Melvin Capital suffered heavy losses during the GameStop saga, causing Citadel and Point72 to inject almost $3 billion into the
ailing hedge fund.
Tech billionaires have also had a successful pandemic, seeing their wealth soar 41%. UBS said this was "due to the coronainduced demand for their products and goods" and social distancing accelerating "digital businesses and compressing several
years' growth into a short period of a few months". Tech Billionaire, Jeff Bezos's wealth climbed so much in 2020 that it is
estimated that he would have been able to give all 876,000 Amazon employees a $105,000 bonus and still be as wealthy as he
was before the pandemic. This is, however, largely contrasted by the poverty induced by the pandemic, of which is estimated to
take an entire decade to recover from. The previous decline in global poverty seen in the last two decades has been reversed,
with Oxfam claiming that between 200-500 million more people were living in poverty in 2020.
There have been many instances in which billionaires have seen exceptional gains while others all across the globe dealt with
immense losses, and this is because of two main reasons:
1. The government disproportionately gives more aid to larger companies. The main reason for this revolves around the stock
market. When the economy starts to see a period of growth and the stock market starts to pick up, the wealthy have money
available to invest making them profitable despite tough times while the middle and lower classes do not.
2. There are many wealth-friendly tax laws each with loopholes that allow billionaires to grow their networth exponentially.
These reasons are both public knowledge however drastic change regarding these is yet to be made across the world which
allows billionaire to keep profiting at incomparable rates.
At present the moral case against billionaires is at its largest, with many people claiming that it is impossible to simultaneously be
a billionaire and ethical at the same time. With a rising number of people entering extreme poverty across the globe, there is a
chance that these few individuals having access to such an extensive accumulation of wealth could very soon lead to an outcry of
public and political anger. Many people are advocating for new policies to help level the rate at which billionaires are profiting and
bring about the changes necessary.
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DISNEY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
By Chiedza M, Pavi K, Piper H

Across
2. Who has hair as black as tar and lips as red as
blood?
6. What killed Belle's mum?
7. Who's best friend is thumper?
9. Who is Goofy's girlfriend?
10. How many years did Princess Aurora sleep for?

Down
1. What was Walt Disney's first movie?
3. What's the cats name from Pinocchio?
4. Who said the line 'Mirror Mirror on the wall
whose the fairest of them all'
5. What is the name of Jasmine's pet tiger in
'Aladdin'?
6. Which princess is based on a real person?
8. Who is the princess in Beauty and the Beast?
11. Who is the only princess to actually get
07
married in the movie?

Down
1. Mickey
Mouse
3. Figaro
4. Evil Queen
5. Rajan
6. Pocahontas
8. Belle
11. Ariel

Across
2. Snow White
6. Pique
7. Bambi
9. Clarabelle Cow
10. Thousand
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What is one language you
wish you could speak?

N: Malayalam. It is my
mother tongue, but also
the language I am least
fluent in.
B: Italian. I really love
Italy as a country, the
history, the food the
football and I’d like to
spend much more time
there.
S: I would love to be able
to speak or even read
Arabic. The language is
so beautiful and
rhythmic.
R: I have always been
fascinated by different
cultures and languages
and have been able to pick
up words from friends and
family, but I would really
like to be fluent in
Spanish and Samoan.
Talofa! (Hello in Samoan).

Mr Burton, Mrs Nallanickan, Miss Shortt, Mr Rhee
What job would you be doing if you
weren't a teacher?
Dogs...or cats? the nonsuch newsletter
N: Two possibilities- IT or some other
job that involves working with
children.
B: Teaching is all I can remember
ever genuinely thinking about
pursuing as a career (I’ve always been
as boring as I am today) My dream
job would be in football analytics
(it’s the only way geeks can be
accepted in football) though more
likely I’d be working for a political
think tank.
S: I always wanted to be a teacher,
but I think that I would have equally
enjoyed training as a psychologist or
therapist of some kind.
R: I have always loved travelling and
sharing new experiences with others
so If I weren't a teacher, which I love I
would be a Travel Vlogger with my
own YouTube channel and start my
vlogging series in the Polynesian
Islands. Talofa! Talofa!

S: Definitely my health. I think you only truly value
your health when things are put into perspective,
as they have been over the course of the last 12
months.
R: I really miss meeting my friends and family and
going out for a meal. I love eating! One of the
highlights of my day pre-lockdown was seeing my
wonderful form every day and sharing the word of the
week and being silly on a Fun Friday.
#9Saturn
B: Busy corridors at school. I’ve
been working at school during
lockdown 3 and schools are nothing
without the students.

N: Dogs.
S: CATS. All day, every day, I
am a crazy cat lady at heart. I
used to have five! I have
attached a photo of my cat
Tinkerbell, she says hi.

If you could have dinner with anyone from
history, who would it be? Why?
N: Dmitri Mendeleev, because a very organised
mind must lie behind the development of the
periodic table!
B: America’s 36th President Lyndon Johnson. I’m
obsessed by the man… He was in the car behind
Kennedy when he was assassinated and took over
from him as President. As President he passed the
Civil Rights and Voting Rights Act which are the two
most significant pieces of law passed by America in
the last 75 years. He then took the US into Vietnam
which somewhat sullied his reputation. He was a
huge personality with few manners. I’m not sure
how the wife would feel about having him round
for dinner, perhaps we could go to his.

What is one thing you've been
taking for granted?
N: Time. We always think we will have
more time tomorrow than we do today!

B: Easy one, Cats! Dogs are too needy, I feel
a connection with a cat’s natural aloofness.
R: Animals are great! I love cats, there are
so many different beautiful breeds such
as Ragdolls and Russian Blues, but it has
to be dogs over cats for me. I would love
to get a St. Bernard, or Shiba Inu breed.

By Patricia K

S: This is going to be a very RS teacher answer I'm
afraid - Mary Magdalene. Reportedly one of
Jesus' closest friends, but one who had very little
say after the death of Jesus arguably because she
was a woman. It would be fascinating to hear her
story.

R: Alfonso Bialetti! The engineer behind the
Moka pot coffee maker! The Moka pot has been a
style icon since the 1950s and is still going strong
with coffee enthusiast all over the world. I own two
Moka pots and love the fresh aroma of coffee in
the morning that is produced using Alfonso's life
changing invention. I would love to sit down with
Alfonso and pour him a cup of my best brew whilst
discussing the technology that was available to him
back in the 50's compared to now. #dt
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WHAT IS A VACCINE?
By Anna F and Roksan K

A vaccine is a type of medicine that trains the body
immune's system to create antibodies which fight
infection. Covid-19 vaccines, in particular, help our
bodies develop immunity to the virus, without us
getting ill. They are a form of prevention, rather
than treatment.
Fortunately, in the United Kingdom, we are lucky
enough to have an excellent healthcare system in
which currently there are three types of COVID-19
vaccines that have been approved and are, or will
be in use. They are:
Adenovirus (created by Oxford &
AstraZeneca)
mRNA (made by Pfizer & BioNTech)
mRNA (produced by Moderna)

the nonsuch newsletter

Vaccines are the most effective
way to prevent infectious
diseases - they help your body
create immunity (protection)
from specific pathogens
(organisms that cause disease).
They help prevent up to the
three million deaths worldwide
every year and are the best way
to keep your whole community
safe.
All vaccines, which are in use
today, are meticulously tested,
thus leaving there no room for
concern about whether
vaccinations are safe or not.
Now more than ever, vaccines
are essential due to the COVID19 pandemic.

Quick Questions

2.

When were vaccines first
invented?
Who invented them?
1796
Edward Jenner

EXTRA FACTS

1.
2.

1.

By Anne T

Vaccines go through rigorous clinical trials, this is a
brief overview of the different stages.
Phase 1: Tested on a small group of healthy people
Phase 2: A larger group of people with different
conditions
Phase 3: Tested on massive group with a large
variety of people
Some upcoming vaccines:
Johnson's & Johnson's (phase 3)
Novavax (phase 3)
Cansino (phase 3)
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We hope you have enjoyed our

second edition of the newsletter.
We will be releasing an edition

fortnightly- so check your emails :)

If there is anything you want us to
cover, drop us an email at...

Student_Leadership_2020@nonsuchschool.org
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